Theoretical and experimental study of foaming process with chain extended recycled PET
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Abstract. The theoretical and experimental study of a thermoplastic polymer foaming process is presented. Industrial scraps of PET were used for the production of foamed sheets. The process was performed by making use of a chemical blowing agent (CBA) in the extrusion process. Due to the low intrinsic viscosity of the recycled PET, a chain extender was also used in order to increase the molecular weight of the polymer matrix. Pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) and Hydrocerol CT 534 were chosen as chain extender and CBA, respectively. The reactive extrusion and foaming were performed in a two step process. Rheological characterization was carried out on PET samples previously treated with PMDA, as well as the morphological study was performed to define the cellular structure of the foams produced. Moreover, in order to predict the morphology of the foam, a non isothermal model was developed by taking into account both mass transfer phenomenon and viscous forces effect. Model results were compared with experimental data obtained analyzing the foamed samples. The model was validated in relation to working conditions, chemical blowing agent percentage and initial rheological properties of recycled polymer. A pretty good agreement between experimental and calculated data was achieved.
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1. Introduction

Since their origin in the 1930s, cellular plastics or polymeric foams have received wide success in industrial and consumer applications due to the low material costs, high strength-to-weight ratios, wide range of properties, and ease of processing. Moreover, these materials are particularly attractive since they can be produced with average cell sizes ranging from few microns to hundreds of microns. For any given polymer, the use of different blowing agents and process conditions can yield ‘new materials’ with different densities, structures, and properties.

Foaming consists of generating tiny gas bubbles in the polymer melt phase in order to produce lightweight materials without sacrificing mechanical and physical properties of the polymer. Gas bubbles can be generated by means of physical or chemical blowing agents. The final foam products usually possess better insulation properties, as well as higher degrees of impact resistance with respect to the starting material, thanks to the presence of the gas bubbles in the polymer melt [1].

There are many types of polymer foaming processes, such as foam extrusion, foam injection molding, compression molding, and micro-foaming [2, 3]. The final foam density depends on the original gas loading, the gas losses to the environment, and the foam expansion at quenching. The cell size and the cell size distribution depend on the intensity and kinetics of nucleation, on the characteristics of the bubble growth processes following...
nucleation, and on the degree of cell wall collapsing, or cell coalescence, during expansion. Since the performance of foamed polymer is strongly related to many aspects of bubble growth, it is crucial to understand and control the bubble growth during the melt processing [1].

In the last few years the production of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) foamed items, particularly sheets for insulating applications, is encountering a rising interest. Moreover, by the contrast to the commonly used thermoplastic resins, attention was paid to recycled materials [4, 5]. In order to increase the polymer viscosity and to enhance the foamability of recycled PET, various techniques have been investigated, including chain extension by reactive extrusion [4–10].

The results obtained with this technique are encouraging since it allows to perform in a single step the rheological upgrading of recycled polymer and foaming process. However, in recent years the quality control requirements for plastic foamed products have become increasingly stringent. Therefore, researchers have attempted to optimize the foaming processes in order to produce high quality final products.

One of the most used methods for the optimization of the manufacturing process, as well as final product quality is numerical modeling: a large number of mathematical models for bubble growth were presented in the literature [11–21]. Some models have been written for bubble growth assumed to be governed by mass transfer alone, while others assumed momentum transfer alone. Using an integral method, the combination of these phenomena was presented by some authors. Extensive reviews and references can be found in a monograph edited by Lee and Ramesh [22].

The goal of this work is twofold: starting from preliminary results obtained in a previous work [7], the first goal of this work is to improve the process of extrusion foaming by chemical blowing agent (CBA) in order to produce high density foams from PET industrial scraps with a very low viscosity; the second goal of this work is to develop a simple and useful tool which can help the companies in choosing foaming conditions without performing complicated laboratory tests. With this aim, according to literature indications [11, 14, 16], the growth of a spherical bubble in a polymeric liquid has been theoretically studied by taking into account both mass transfer phenomenon and viscous forces effect. Moreover, with the aim of predicting the morphology of the final foam, a non isothermal model was developed. Model results were compared with experimental data obtained analyzing foamed sheets produced in laboratory starting from industrial scraps of PET and using a chemical blowing agent. The model was validated in relation to working conditions, chemical blowing agent percentage and initial rheological properties of recycled polymer.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

PET industrial scraps of low intrinsic viscosity, coming from the fibre production of a national company (Montefibre, Italy) were used. The chain extender used in this work is the Pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) purchased by Aldrich. The chemical modification, in the proportion required for the aim of extrusion foaming, is achieved with very low content of PMDA in PET; specifically three levels of PMDA contents were analyzed: 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 weight% which proved to be the right compromise to tailor the required rheological modification and suitable foaming processability of PET. As far as the foam production is concerned, the choice was directed to a chemical foaming agent based process. In particular Hydrocerol CT 534, kindly supplied by Clariant, was used as a chemical foaming agent and specifically two levels of Hydrocerol contents were analyzed: 0.30 and 0.50 weight%. It was provided in powder form, and it is classified as an endothermic foaming agent, recommended for PET foaming, based on a mixture of both organic and inorganic foaming substances. The gas yielding during the process is reported as non toxic, presumably a blend of N2, CO2 and O2 with a very low level of water.

2.2. Reactive and foaming processes

The reactive processing of PET with the PMDA and the foaming extrusion process were both performed with a Brabender single screw extruder ($D = 20$ mm, $L/D = 20$). The operation was accomplished in two steps.
The main operative conditions for chemical modification and foaming process are reported in Table 1. The recycled PET was tailored by the chain extension reaction with the PMDA. The modified polymers were then used for the foam production.

### 2.2.1. Reactive processing

The reactive processing of PET with the PMDA was realized by making use of the mentioned extruder equipped with a static mixer to allow the required residence time for the reaction between PET and PMDA. The temperature profile used for the extrusion process was the following: extruder temperature (2 zones) 280°C; mixer temperature 290°C; die temperature 270°C. In Table 1, the working conditions for reactive process are reported.

Modified PET was characterized in terms of rheological properties (flow curves, melt strength and breaking stretching ratio (BSR)), mechanical properties (tensile and flexural properties) and densities.

#### Rheological properties

Rheological behavior of the modified PET was carefully analyzed in this work because this parameter strongly affects the foam morphology. The dynamic flow properties of the polymer matrix produced by the chain extension process were measured with a Rheometrics Dynamic Spectrometer Mod. RDS-II (Rheometrics, Inc.) using a parallel plates geometry (plate radius = 25 mm; gap = 2 mm). Frequency sweep tests (\(\omega = 0.1\div100\) rad/s were made at 280°C at a constant strain amplitude (10% strain) under a nitrogen gas purge in order to minimize thermo-oxidative degradation phenomena.

Rheological measurement in shear flow were performed using a Capillary Extrusion Rheometer (Bohlin Instruments) with a die radius of 1 mm and a 16:1 length/diameter, equipped with a twin bore for the Bagley correction. Viscosity measurements were performed at 280°C within a shear rate range of 20÷10 000 s\(^{-1}\). As the shear rate at the wall is greater for pseudoplastic than for Newtonian fluids at a given volumetric flow rate, the Rabinowitsch corrections were applied in all cases. The Capillary Extrusion Rheometer is equipped with a tensile module. The measurements were performed using a 1 mm diameter capillary die (\(L/D = 20\)) with the tensile module situated about 20 cm from the extrusion die. An extrusion temperature of 280°C and a wall shear rate of 125 s\(^{-1}\) were used. The tests allowed the determination of the melt strength and the breaking stretching ratio (BSR). The samples for testing were dried at 120°C in a vacuum oven for 12 h.

#### Mechanical properties and densities

The tensile properties were analyzed according to the standard ASTM D-638, the flexural ones were analyzed according to the standard ASTM D-790 and the densities were measured according to the standard ASTM D-1622.

### 2.2.2. Foaming process

The second step of processing consisted in the foam production by extruding the modified PET with the chemical blowing agent (CBA). Dry blends of treated PET and CBA powder were fed to the previously described extruder apparatus, which was operated without the static mixer. In Table 1 the working conditions for the processes of polymer foaming are reported. Further details on reactive process and foaming can be found elsewhere [7]. Foam produced was characterized in terms of rheological properties (flow curves, melt strength and BSR), mechanical properties (tensile and flexural properties), densities and finally in terms of cell size and cell size distribution by means of scanning electronic microscopy.
Cell size and cell distribution

Cell size and cell distribution was evaluated by means of electronic scanning microscopy (SEM). In order to evaluate cell size and cell distribution from the SEM micrographs, a software for image analysis was developed and implemented in Labview (National Instruments). This software locates, counts, and measures objects in a rectangular search area. The software uses a threshold on the pixel intensities to segment the objects from their background. Optional filters give the capability to ignore the objects smaller or larger than given sizes. Other options allow rejecting the objects touching the borders of the search area and ignoring the holes that the segmentation process may create in the objects. The segmented objects are then located and measured. The software can also overlay on the image returned the position of the search area, the centers and bounding boxes of the objects detected.

3. Experimental results

3.1. Characterization of modified PET

Modified PET was characterized in terms of rheological properties (flow curves, melt strength and BSR), mechanical properties (tensile and flexural properties) and densities. In Table 2 main experimental results obtained analyzing modified PET samples were reported.

3.1.1. Rheological properties

Rheological behavior of the modified PET was carefully analyzed in this work because this parameter strongly affects the foam morphology. A significant increase in viscosity due to the use of PMDA as chain extender in PET scraps (PET) is evident from the flow curves reported in Figure 1. These samples also exhibit a pronounced shear thinning behavior particularly the blend PET+PMDA 0.75%.

Values of zero shear viscosity, obtained analyzing rheological data, are reported in Table 2 for unmodified and modified PET samples. Moreover, in order to verify if the modified PET possesses melt properties suitable for foaming process, melt strength measurements were performed and the results being reported in Table 2. As it can be seen in Table 2, a sharp increase in melt strength is encountered with increasing PMDA content. Both the effects, the shear thinning behaviour and melt strength improvement, can be ascribed to the structural changes occurring during the chain extension process, i.e. the increase in $M_w$, the broadening of $M_w/M_n$ and branching phenomena accomplished during the reactive extrusion. Actually, too large values of the MS tend to inhibit the bubble growth during the foaming process. As reported later, the parameters so obtained allow in all cases the production of foams, although with some differences. However, the sample treated with 0.50% of PMDA appears as the best accomplishment between the two parameters.

Since the polymer matrix was produced by a chain extension process, we considered the viscosity changing with the chain extender content using a polynomial fittings curve to interpolate the experimental data of $\eta_0$ vs. %PMDA [11] using Equation (1):
\[ \eta_0 (% \text{PMDA}) = 6577 (% \text{PMDA})^2 - 742.64 (% \text{PMDA}) + 160 \]  \quad (1) 

Viscosity is related to temperature by an Arrhenius expression [23] and its variation with thermal profile is given by Equation (2):

\[
\ln \frac{\eta_{0,T}}{\eta_{0,r}} = \frac{E_a}{R} \left( \frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T_r} \right)
\]  \quad (2)

where \( E_a \) is an activation energy for viscous flow (94 000 J/mol [23]), \( \eta_0 \) and \( \eta_{0,r} \) are the zero shear viscosity corresponding to \( T \) and \( T_r \), respectively. The effectiveness of the foaming process is strongly dependent on the viscosity of the polymer matrix and, consequently, on concentration of the chain extender. With an amount of PMDA lower than 0.5% no foam can be obtained.

3.2. Characterization of foam

Foam produced was characterized in terms of rheological properties (flow curves, melt strength and BSR), mechanical properties (tensile and flexural properties), densities and finally in terms of cell size and cell size distribution by means of scanning electronic microscopy. In Table 3 main experimental results obtained analyzing foamed samples were reported.

Data reported in Table 3 show that without significantly sacrifice the mechanical and physical properties (see results of tensile modulus and strength) it is possible to produce lightweight materials.

3.2.1. Cell size and cell distribution

The foamed strips obtained have a closed-cell structure (see SEM micrographs). Closed-cell foams are most suitable for thermal insulation and are produced when the cell membranes are sufficiently strong to withstand rupture at the maximum foam rise.

**Table 3. Main properties of the foamed samples**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>%PMDA</th>
<th>%CBA</th>
<th>Density [kg/m³]</th>
<th>Tensile modulus [MPa]</th>
<th>Tensile strength [MPa]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>55.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET_PMDA050_CBA05</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET_PMDA075_CBA03</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>1365</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET_PMDA075_CBA05</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1304</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bubble dimensions, as evaluated by the image analysis software, are almost constant in the sample, confirming the assumption that temperature is constant along thickness direction. The cell size and cell distribution, reported in Table 4, are strongly dependent, during the foaming process, on the concentration of the chain extender and, consequently, on the high viscosity of the polymer matrix.

4. Modeling

4.1. Bubble growth dynamics (Theoretical background)

Consider a polymer melt that has a dissolved gas concentration $c_0$ in equilibrium with the gas at some elevated pressure $P_{B0}$. With the release of pressure at $t = 0$, the solution becomes supersaturated, and nucleation and bubble growth begin. As the bubble growth proceeds, the pressure inside the bubble and the dissolved gas concentration at the bubble surface decrease. With time, gas diffuses into the bubble and a concentration gradient propagates radially in the polymer melt. A schematic of the bubble growth is shown in Figure 5. The radius and the dissolved gas concentration are denoted by $R(t)$ and $c(r,t)$.

In analyzing the bubbles growth process, the following assumptions can be made:

1. The bubble is spherically symmetric when it nucleates and remains so for the entire period of growth.
2. The gas pressure in the bubble $P_B(t)$ is related to the dissolved gas concentration at the bubble surface $c(R,t)$ by the Henry law: $c(R,t) = K_H P_B(t)$.
3. There are no chemical reactions during bubble growth.
4. Gravitational effects and latent heat of solution are neglected.
5. Inertial effects are neglected and the fluid is assumed to be incompressible and Newtonian.
6. The surface tension at the gas-liquid interface has a constant value $\sigma$.
7. The effect of foam densities on thermal conductivity of gas-filled polymeric bubble system is neglected.

The material properties such as polymer structure, molecular weight and its distribution, crystallinity and others are independent of the dissolved gas concentration and are ignored. The neglect of inertia and the assumption of Newtonian behavior is imposed because the fluids are very viscous and the initial bubble growth rates are very small. Nevertheless, Amon and Denson [13] studied heat transfer analysis in polymer-gas systems in great detail. They found from reliable empirical correlations that the effective thermal conductivity of gas-filled polymeric bubble system changes by no more than a few percentage points over the whole range of foam densities. Moreover, as for thermoplastic foam extrusion, growth occurs in the molten-to-solid transition state. The polymer is cooled from 280°C (die temperature) to 25°C (ambient temperature) in a relatively short time: since in these circumstances all physical properties of the system undergo a rapid change, a transient heat transfer problem is considered here.

4.2. Governing equations for the bubble growth

In view of the above restrictions, the equation of motion, integral mass (gas) balance over the bubble and differential mass (dissolved gas) balance in the
surroundings mother phase take the following forms [14]. Equation of motion is given by Equation (3):

\[
\frac{dR}{dt} = \frac{P_B - P_C}{4\eta} R - \frac{\sigma}{2\eta}
\]

(3)

The initial condition for the above equation is: \(R(0) = R_i\). Here \(R_i\) is the initial radius of the bubble, \(P_C\) the pressure in the continuous phase, \(\sigma\) surface tension and \(\eta\) melt viscosity.

**Integral mass (gas) balance over the bubble**

A differential mass balance in a binary system assuming spherical symmetry, constant density and diffusion coefficient \((D)\) is of the form of Equation (4):

\[
\frac{\partial c}{\partial t} + v_r \frac{\partial c}{\partial r} = D \left[ \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r^2 \frac{\partial c}{\partial r} \right) \right]
\]

(4)

where \(c\) is the dissolved gas concentration in the melt and \(D\) is the binary diffusion coefficient. The boundary and initial conditions for Equation (4) are given by Equation (5):

\[
c(r,0) = c_i(r)
\]

\[
c(R,t) = c_R(t) = K_H P_B(t)
\]

\[
c(\infty,t) = c_\infty
\]

(5)

At a distance far from the bubble surface, the solution is not affected by the growing bubble and the dissolved gas concentration remains \(c_\infty\), the same as before the onset of nucleation. The quantity \(c_R\) is the dissolved gas concentration at the bubble surface. It is related to the gas pressure in the bubble through the solubility coefficient \(K_H\). The quantity \(c_i(r)\) is the initial concentration profile in the melt. The mass balance on the bubble requires that the rate of mass added to the bubble equals the rate that mass diffuses in through the bubble surface. Thus, a simple mass balance at the bubble surface relates the bubble pressure to the concentration gradient at the surface (see Equation (6)):

\[
\frac{d\left( \frac{4\pi P_B R^3}{3} \right)}{dr} = 4\pi R^2 D \frac{dc}{dr} \bigg|_{r=R}
\]

(6)

The initial condition for the above equation is \(P_B(0) = P_{B0}\). Here \(P_{B0}\) is the initial bubble pressure, \(Z_2\) the compressibility factor of the gas inside the bubble, \(T\) temperature and \(R_g\) universal gas constant.

### 4.2.1. Dimensionless form of the governing equations

To facilitate the subsequent analysis, the following dimensionless variables and groups can be defined by Equations (7)–(15):

\[
c_a = \frac{c - K_H P_C}{c_\infty - K_H P_C}
\]

(7)

\[
P_{B0} - P_c
\]

(8)

\[
r_a = \frac{r}{R_C}
\]

(9)

\[
R_a = \frac{R}{R_C}
\]

(10)

\[
t_a = \frac{t}{t_c}
\]

(11)

\[
N_G = \frac{16\pi \sigma^3}{3k_B T (P_{B0} - P_c)^2}
\]

(12)

\[
N_{Pe} = \frac{\sigma^2}{\eta D (P_{B0} - P_c)}
\]

(13)

\[
N_{Pi} = \frac{P_C}{P_{B0} - P_c}
\]

(14)

\[
N_{si} = K_H RT
\]

(15)

In defining the above dimensionless quantities, we picked the critical bubble radius (Equation (16)):

\[
R_C = \frac{2\sigma}{P_{B0} - P_c}
\]

(16)

and the critical momentum transfer time (Equation (17)):

\[
t_c = \frac{4\eta}{P_{B0} - P_c}
\]

(17)

as our characteristic bubble radius and bubble growth time, respectively.
In terms of the dimensionless variables, the equations governing the bubble growth dynamics takes the following forms (see Equations (18)–(20)):

\[
\frac{dR_a}{dt_a} = P_{Ba} R_a - 1 \tag{18}
\]

\[
\frac{dP_{Ba}}{dt_a} = \frac{3Z^2 N_{si} \left( \frac{1}{N_{pe}} \frac{\partial c}{\partial r_a} \right)_{r_a=R_a} \left( \frac{3(P_{Ba} + N_{pi})}{R_a} \right) dR_a}{3 dR_a} \tag{19}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial c_a + R_a^2 dR_a}{\partial r_a} = \frac{1}{r_a^2 N_{pe} \left( \frac{\partial c}{\partial r_a} \right)_{r_a=R_a}} \left( \frac{\partial c}{\partial r_a} \right) \tag{20}
\]

The corresponding initial and boundary conditions are given by Equations (21)–(25):

\[R_c(0) = R_{ai} \tag{21}\]

\[P_{Ba}(0) = PB_{ai} \tag{22}\]

\[c_a(r_a,0) = c_{ai}(r_a) \tag{23}\]

\[c_a(R_a,t_a) = P_{Ba} \tag{24}\]

\[c_a(\infty,t_a) = 1 \tag{25}\]

Since the critical cluster represents an equilibrium state, this specification of the initial conditions will not produce bubble growth. To achieve the latter, we must perturb one or more of these variables from the equilibrium state. The bubble growth is a strong function of the value of the initial radius, arbitrary choice of it can lead to considerable error [11].

### 4.2.2. Initial conditions for bubble growth

In order to calculate the initial conditions for bubble growth, the approach used follows from Shafi et al. [11]. Following this procedure, we get the initial conditions for bubble growth (see Equations (26) and (27)):

\[R_a(0) = (1 + A) + \frac{A(1 + A)^2 N_{pe}}{3N_{si}} \tag{26}\]

\[P_{Ba}(0) = 1 - \frac{A(1 + A)(1 + N_{pi}) N_{pe}}{N_{si}} \tag{27}\]

where \( A \) is defined by Equation (28):

\[A = \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{3\pi}{4N_G} \right)^2 \right]^{-1} \tag{28}\]

The methodology for handling the transport processes around a single expanding bubble is valid for a bubble growing in an infinite expanse of liquid with no dissolved gas limitations. In actual foaming, there is a finite amount of dissolved gas that is continuously depleted by the simultaneous growth and nucleation of bubbles.

In order to extend the analysis in a finite amount of dissolved gas, in this work, the procedure presented by Shafi et al. [11] was adopted (see Figure 5). Shafi et al. applying the integral method to the present problem introduce an undetermined function of time, \( V_{cb} \). Physically it represents the volume of the melt between the bubble surface and the radial position where the dissolved gas concentration approaches the initial dissolved gas concentration \( c_0 \). Moreover, they define two new variables: \( x \), which represents the melt volume between the bubble surface and radial position \( r \) normalized to the volume of concentration boundary region \( V_{cb} \) and also a new concentration variable \( C \) as in Equations (29) and (30):

\[x = \frac{4\pi r^3 - R^3}{3 V_{cb}} \tag{29}\]

\[C = \frac{c - c_R}{c_0 - c_R} \tag{30}\]

Equations (29) and (30) transform a moving boundary problem with variable boundary conditions to a fixed boundary problem with constant boundary conditions. \( C \) is always 0 at the bubble surface (\( x = 0 \)), and is 1 at the far end of the concentration boundary (\( x = 1 \)) and it can be assumed as a function of \( x \) only. In view of Equations (29) and (30) and defining additional dimensionless variables and groups as shown in Equations (31) and (32):

\[c_{Ra} = \frac{c_R - K_H P_B}{c_0 - K_H P_B} \tag{31}\]
the equations governing the bubble growth dynamics in terms of dimensionless quantities can be rewritten by Equations (33)–(35):

\[
\frac{dR_a}{dt} = c_{R_a} R_a - 1 \tag{33}
\]

\[
\frac{dc_{R_a}}{dr_a} = \frac{9 N_{si} Z_2 (1-c_{R_a}) R_a^3}{N_{pe}} \frac{dc}{dx} \bigg|_{x=0} \frac{3(c_{R_a} + N_{pi})}{R_a} \frac{dR_a}{dr_a} \tag{34}
\]

\[
V_{cba} = \frac{(c_{R_a} + N_{pi}) R_a^3 - (1 + N_{pi})}{N_{si} (1-c_{R_a})} \int_0^r (1-C) dx \tag{35}
\]

With the initial conditions given by Equations (36) and (37):

\[
R_a(0) = (1+A) + A(1+A) N_{pe} \frac{3 N_{si}}{N_{si}} \tag{36}
\]

\[
c_R(0) = 1 - \frac{A(A+1)(1+N_{pi}) N_{pe}}{N_{si}} \tag{37}
\]

4.3. Model formulation

In order to calculate the evolution of the bubbles size in the foam sheet starting from material properties and working conditions, the model above described was implemented in a simulation code developed in Labview (National Instruments). With this aim Equations (33)–(35) must be solved with the initial conditions given by Equations (36) and (37). Moreover, as for thermoplastic foam extrusion, growth occurs in the molten-to-solid transition state. The polymer is cooled from 280°C (die temperature) to 25°C (ambient temperature). Rheological property variation certainly changes the isothermal growth scenario and hence, a transient heat transfer problem is considered here. The polymer is cooled by means of two cooling fans, in this case, the energy equation combined with Fourier’s law of heat conduction, is given by Equation (38):

\[
\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \frac{k_p}{\rho_p C_{p,p}} \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} \tag{38}
\]

where \(\rho_p, C_{p,p}\) and \(k_p\) are density, specific heat and thermal conductivity, respectively. The initial and boundary conditions are then given by Equation (39):

\[
T = T_0, \quad t = t_0, \quad \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} = 0, \quad x = 0, \quad \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} = h(T - T_{Air}), \quad x = \delta \tag{39}
\]

where \(\delta\) is the half-thickness of the foam sheet, \(T_0\) is the initial temperature of the polymer (die temperature), \(T_{Air}\) is the ambient temperature and \(h\) is the heat transfer coefficient.

![Flow chart describing the sequence of the calculations in the model](image-url)
A flow chart describing the sequence of the calculations is reported in Figure 6. In Table 5, the main variables involved in the model are reported.

### 4.3.1. Solution methodology

The equations governing the bubble growth dynamics are highly nonlinear and stiff. These equations were solved using the Gear’s method. The nonlinear equations are solved by Brown’s method. The equations were solved using a finite difference scheme.

It is worth mentioning that in the model adopted in this work there are no involved adjustable parameters so that the model starting from data of materials properties and the operative conditions is able to predict bubble dimensions.

### 5. Model results

Model developed in this work following the literature indications allows to calculate the evolution of the temperature, of the bubble pressure and radius starting from the operative conditions and material properties (Tables 1 and 6). Consistently with experimental data, with an amount of chain extender lower that 0.5% according to the model the clusters are not sufficiently large compared to the critical cluster in order to grow spontaneously to a macroscopic bubble and no foam can be obtained.

In Figure 7, the calculated evolution of temperature and bubble radius during the foaming process are reported for PET_PMDA050_CBA05 and PET_PMDA075_CBA05. Figures show that bubbles growth takes about one second, after this time temperature become too low and viscosity too high.

In Figure 8, the calculated evolution of bubble pressure and radius during the foaming process are reported for PET_PMDA050_CBA05 and PET_PMDA075_CBA05.

### Table 5. Main variables involved in the model adopted in this work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>surface tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \eta )</td>
<td>melt viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_H )</td>
<td>solubility coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_g )</td>
<td>Universal gas constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{b_0} )</td>
<td>initial bubble pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_i )</td>
<td>initial radius of the bubble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_b(t) )</td>
<td>gas pressure in the bubble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R(t) )</td>
<td>bubble radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c(r,t) )</td>
<td>dissolved gas concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{cb} )</td>
<td>volume of the melt between the bubble surface and the radial position where the dissolved gas concentration approaches the initial dissolved gas concentration ( c_0 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6. Physical properties [23] and operative conditions used in the model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical properties</th>
<th>Operative conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PET specific heat ( C_p )</td>
<td>1130 J/(kg·K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity ( K )</td>
<td>0.218 W/(m·K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation energy for viscous flow ( E_a )</td>
<td>94 000 J/mol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheological reference temperature</td>
<td>553 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface tension ( \sigma )</td>
<td>0.0446 N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusivity</td>
<td>3·10^{-12} m²/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die pressure</td>
<td>1.5·10^6 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient pressure</td>
<td>1.01·10^5 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die temperature ( T_0 )</td>
<td>543 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Temperature profile for the bubble growth simulation of extrusion. a – PET_PMDA050_CBA05; b – PET_PMDA075_CBA05
The bubble pressure start from a maximum and decreases to a value close to the ambient pressure. The evolution of the bubble radius for the samples analyzed in this work was compared in Figure 9. As it can be seen from the figure, the radius of the bubbles in the sample coded as PET_PMDA050_CBA05 is bigger than the one of the bubbles in PET_PMDA075_CBA05. From figure the effect of the PMDA content is evident, in fact, the bubble radius increases on decreasing of the PMDA content: this is mainly due to the higher melt strength (shown by the PET_PMDA075_CBA05) which limits the growth of the bubbles.

The comparison between experimental results and model prediction for the bubble radius is reported in Figure 10. Because at the moment only few experimental data are available, literature data [25, 26] are also reported in figure. Moreover, the model described in this work was adopted in order to calculate the evolution of the bubble radius in literature experimental conditions and results were also reported in figure. The satisfactorily agreement between literature experimental data and model predictions is a further validation of the model adopted in this work.

In order to underline results achieved in this work, the comparison between experimental results and model prediction for the bubble radius for PET_PMDA050_CBA05, PET_PMDA075_CBA03, PET_PMDA075_CBA05 is reported in Table 7. Comparison shows that model seems to be able to predict experimental data of bubble radius, even if, at the moment only few experimental data are available.
The comparison between experimental data and model prediction shown in Figure 10 is satisfactorily, however, better results of prediction of the evolution of the bubble radius during foaming process could be achieved by means of a better rheological description, that is adopting more complex models which better describe viscoelastic properties of the material.

5. Conclusions

In this work, the process of extrusion foaming by chemical blowing agent (CBA) was improved in order to produce high density foams from PET industrial scraps with a very low viscosity. Due to the low intrinsic viscosity of the recycled PET (IV = 0.48 dl/g), a chain extender was also used in order to increase the molecular weight of the polymer matrix. The reactive processing of PET and the foaming extrusion process were both performed with a Brabender single screw extruder. The operation was accomplished in two steps. The chemical modification, in the proportion required for the aim of extrusion foaming, is achieved with very low content of PMDA in PET; specifically three levels of PMDA contents were analyzed: 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 weight% which resulted to be the right compromise to tailor the required rheological modification and suitable foaming processability of PET. As far as the foam production is concerned, the choice was directed to a chemical foaming agent based process. In particular Hydrocerol CT 534 was used as a chemical foaming agent and specifically two levels of Hydrocerol contents were analyzed: 0.30 and 0.50 weight%.

Modified PET was characterized in terms of rheological properties (flow curves, melt strength and BSR), mechanical properties (tensile and flexural properties) and densities. Foam produced was characterized in terms of rheological properties (flow curves, melt strength and BSR), mechanical properties (tensile and flexural properties), densities and finally in terms of cell size and cell size distribution by means of scanning electronic microscopy. Finally, the growth of a spherical bubble in a polymeric liquid has been theoretically studied by taking into account both mass transfer phenomenon and viscous forces effect.

Model results were compared with experimental data obtained analyzing foamed sheets produced in laboratory starting from industrial scraps of PET. As for thermoplastic foam extrusion, growth occurs in the molten-to-solid transition state. Rheological property variation certainly changes the isothermal growth scenario and hence, a transient heat transfer problem is considered and a non isothermal model for bubble growth was developed.

The model was validated in relation to working conditions, chemical blowing agent percentage and initial rheological properties of recycled polymer. A good agreement between experimental and calculated data was achieved, even if, at the moment only preliminary experimental data are available. In order to achieve a better understanding of the foaming process, future work will consider an additional validation by comparing model results with a wider set of experimental data and the analysis of the bubble nucleation.
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